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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MINUTES 

Wednesday October 21, 2015, Altair EC Meeting Room. 1830 
 
Attendance: Ralf Harding (Chair), Michael Meredith (Secretary), Paddy Conroy,  
Chris Gardener, Luisa Liotta, Deb Moore, David Mackinnon, Anna Shepherd (part). 
Mario Caruana (Building Manager) 
 
Guests: None 
      
Apologies:  Michael Cluff (proxy to Michael Meredith). 
 
Minutes of Last Meeting. Approved. 
 
Matters Arising: None 
 
Correspondence:  

a) Johnny’s Window. Advice received from CoSC regarding an application for 

street furniture to be retained outside Johnny’s Window following a trial. The 

EC agreed that Johnny’s Window (and the street furniture) adds character 

and amenity to the KX Rd streetscape. Chair to write to CoSC endorsing the 

DA application. 

b) Hensley Hall. Part two of the DA for Hensley Hall was reviewed by Council 
the previous night (Tuesday). Part two had received a 10% bonus of space 
for ‘Design Excellence’ which means that the now approved envelope 
embraces virtually all the proposed plans. 

. 
Part two now includes a roof garden which raises issues of noise control and 
plant height. Following discussions with the CoSC planner the Chair has written 
to the CoSC councilors requesting that the DA be amended  

 
1) To contain a curfew of 10pm for activities on the roof garden and 
2) So that any plantings be restricted, on maturity or pruning, to the height 

to the agreed envelope. 
 

CoSC has subsequently agreed to impose a curfew between 10pm and 7am but not 
any restrictions on plant height. 

 
Finance Report:   

We are largely on budget but this remains significantly dependent on the final wash-

up of Painting the Façade – which is also currently on track. A copy of the Financial 

Summary is available to any owner on application to the Building Manager. 

 

 

 



Building Manager’s Report: Attached  

Foyer Lighting. 

We are progressively moving from flouro to LED lighting in the foyers with lower 

wattage LED bulbs as the flouro bulbs fail. We have experimented with 8 and 6 watt 

bulbs and settled on 6W as delivering the closest lighting (lumens) experience to the 

current bulbs. This move will generate savings across time via both bulb replacement 

cycles and electricity usage. We have previously moved to low energy lighting in the 

car space areas. 

Car Spaces 

a) Audit. We have conducted a car space audit largely relating to storage 

which may be a fire hazard and identified approx. 10 offenders. We 

have written to these residents and then re-inspected and issued 

further letters to 3 offenders - with no effect to date. EC agreed to 

have the Strata Manager act to more formally address the issue. 

b) Bollards. We are in the process of repairing/re-furbishing the visitor 

car space bollards to ensure that they can be properly locked to 

prevent un-authorised visitor parking. Agreed that the Building 

Manager should write to all residents noting that visitor parking 

protocols will be enforced. 

Pool Covers 

Over the winter Altair experienced a hail storm. Recent inspection has revealed that 

a number of slats (approx.160) have been punctured and are liable to sink as and 

when they take in water. We have obtained an estimate to replace those slats – 

approx. $13,500. The slats will have to be attended to but not urgently (2016?). 

Plastic Bags 

Owners are reminded that we strongly encourage putting plastic bags in the 

dedicated Pink Bin. Plastic bags are NOT suitable for re-cycling in the yellow bins as 

they clog up the machinery at the re-cycling centre and do not bio-degrade. EC 

agreed to place a more prominent sign in the rubbish area. 

Remember – PINK is for PLASTIC. 

Internet 

As owners have been advised Altair is now NBN capable. A number of residents 

have booked the new NBN service. 

Altair has had a number of alternative operators attempting to install competing 

wholesale services to NBN over the past year or so. NBN as a wholesaler supports 

all retail suppliers such as Telstra, Optus, TPG etc. Our advice has been that these 

alternative wholesale options were potentially inferior services to NBN and the EC 

has succeeded, with legal assistance, in fending these operators off.  



We again have a competitor to NBN wishing to install a wholesale service into Altair 

parallel with the NBN service. We have consulted quite widely and our consistent 

advice is that any competing inferior service to NBN will likely degrade/interfere with 

both the speed and stability of the existing internet services to Altair now provided by 

NBN. 

We have taken legal advice on our position. It is recommended that the Owners pass 

a by-law controlling internet services in Altair to protect the integrity/quality of the 

existing NBN service. This will involve legal services at a cost of less than $1000. 

Any by-law would have to be passed by the Owners at a General Meeting. EC 

agreed to proceed to have a by-law drawn-up. 

Updates 

Painting the Façade 
 
Work is proceeding as planned. All residents are progressively being advised of 
actions in their area and the steps that they need to follow to assist with the 
program’s implementation. All residents are encouraged to cooperate with the plan 
which is designed to ensure the best result consistent with minimum hassles.  
 
Any owner who has any issues with the paint job on their balcony etc. should contact 
the Building Manager so we can address any issue prior to the completion of the job. 
EC agreed to ask the Building Manager to send a flyer to all pigeon-holes requesting 
any feedback re ‘touch-ups’. 
 
We are currently on-time and on-budget with a projected November end-date. 
Weather permitting! 
 
Lifts 
 
Once the Painting of the Façade is complete the next really major expense currently 
in our 20-year Plan is re-furbishing the lifts in 2026 at approx. $1.5m (in $2026). To 
ensure that the approx. cost, timelines and current servicing remain relevant we have 
engaged an independent consultant to review the situation. We would expect to be 
able to report on this at the November EC meeting 
 
Metal Louvres 
 
Owners should note that this is a potentially serious issue. 
 
A consultant has been engaged to report on our options relating to the damaged 
vertical moving metal louvres on the east and west ends of Altair reported in last 
month’s minutes. A summary report from Francis Management was tabled 
 
In essence we have two options. 
 

a) Complete replacement. This would likely occur in roughly 5 years and is 
estimated at approx. $600k. Complete replacement would have a 2 year 
warranty and could reasonably be expected to last 15 years. 

b) Refurbishment. This would take place progressively, probably from 2016 to 
2021, and would cost approx. $400k…nominally say $80k per year. 
Refurbishment would give a 1 year warranty and could reasonably be 
expected to last 15 years. 



While we know the broad options we need a better ‘fix’ on the overall extent of any 
damage and a better understanding of the necessary time-frame for repair. To do 
this we need a detailed inspection using the Ring around the Roof. We have a cost of 
$3000 for a full inspection. Agreed to proceed so we can get the necessary data to 
make a decision and inform our 20-year Plan. 
 
Gardening Sub-Committee 
 
Chair of the Gardening Sub-Committee, Deb Moore, reported that a number of 
garden ‘architects’ are visiting the site shortly with a view to submitting proposals for 
up-grading the gardens in general but specifically the podium area; and that the sub-
committee is awaiting preliminary feedback on broad plans and indicative costings to 
build into our budget planning. 
 
2016 Budget/20-year Financial Plan 
 
We are working with Francis Management and Strata Choice on anticipatable 
expenses and factoring in such items covered above such as Metal Louvres, Lifts, 
Gardens, Pool Covers etc.to develop budget plans for both 2016 and the long term. 
We are hopeful of presenting preliminary options at the November EC meeting. 
 
Retail Lot 
 

a) Awning 
 

The owner of the Retail Lot has erected a replacement awning similar to the 
awnings previously approved for Chimmichurri and SGT SAM’s. In light of recent 
events relating to awnings, however, the owner of the Retail Lot has been 
required to, and has, confirmed that: 
 
1) They have $20million in public liability insurance and 
2) They will execute the by-law and Deed of Indemnity formulated to cover the 

awnings at 408 and 1901.  
 

The EC expressed broad satisfaction with the situation noting that the by-law will 
require Owner approval at a General Meeting. 

 
b) Premises 

 
There has been considerable liaison between the owner of the Retail Lot and 
the Chair/Secretary and subsequently various technical, strata and legal 
consultants regarding existing issues of the Retail Lot.  

 
1) Existing business – CUB 

 
The owner of the Retail Lot advises that: 
 

a. CUB cannot function adequately with-out air-conditioning as it is 
“uninhabitable” on warm days. The owner acknowledges that we 
have continually advised him that air-conditioning is not currently 
allowed and could only be allowed by approval of the Owners at a 
General Meeting. 

b. The potential for CUB to succeed is being inhibited by the 
unavailability of A/C to allow a proper trial of the concept. 



c. The owner of CUB has a considerable investment in the current fit-
out. 

d. The owner of the Retail Lot has requested permission to install 
A/C on a short term trial basis to allow a ‘proper’ trial of the viability 
of the business. 

e. We have consulted with Francis Management, Grace Lawyers and 
Strata Choice and then again with the owner of the Retail Lot. 

f. Francis Management advise that there is sufficient un-used power 
to support a short term installation of A/C (25 amps)  to be drawn 
from a supply available to the Retail Lot and Altair’s common 
areas and that this level of extra wattage will have no short term 
impact on, or threat to, normal Altair activities…especially as a 
temporary measure. NB. Notwithstanding this it remains that there 
is not sufficient power supply to support universal A/C through the 
residential apartments. 

g. The owner of the Retail Lot is prepared to fund appropriate legal 
documentation that ensures that 

i. Any installation would be for a limited time, short term (12 
months?) trial. 

ii. All A/C equipment would be completely dis-installed at the 
end of such period. 

iii. Any allowed use of A/C would have no bearing on or 
implied authorization for any other use of the Retail Lot. 

h. CUB would pay any and all associated expenses so the trial has 
no cost to Altair whatever. 

i. Grace Lawyers advise that  
i. Subject to appropriate legal safeguards and guarantees 

they have no objection to that arrangement. 
ii. This is a decision that should properly be made by the 

Owners at a General Meeting… which could be executed 
by proxy. 

iii. This situation should have no bearing on any extant legal 
actions. 
 

EC noted that they have no objection in general to these matters proceeding and that 
it is the responsibility of the owner of the Retail Lot to bring these matters to a 
General Meeting,  

 
2) Future Prospects. 

 
a. Preliminary concept plans have been drawn up by Ian Moore, 

architect of Altair, to create four (4) townhouses which may 
ultimately replace the Retail Lot.  

b. Preliminary concept plans were reviewed by the EC in very broad 
terms. NB these plans are early advice and not necessarily a/the 
specific proposal or request at this stage albeit they seem a likely 
prospect. 

c. As a matter of note these potential apartments are not air-
conditioned. 

d. Any decision re development could only be made by the Owners 
at a General Meeting. 

 
No action required at this stage. 
 
 



Short Term letting/Airbnb 
 
Altair has a continuous program of communication to residents reinforcing that short 
term letting is specifically prohibited in Altair; and that this includes the banning of 
Airbnb apartment letting. Our Strata Manager advises that this is becoming an 
increasing issue in apartment buildings across Sydney. 
 
We have consulted with Strata Choice who advises that, in their opinion, the existing 
Altair by-laws (principally by-law 36) are robust, adequate to the situation and do not 
require enhancement or amendment.  
 
We understand that there is a NSW government committee looking into 
harmonization, normalization and/or review of regulations within the state on this 
issue. Chair tabled a written submission to the committee stating that, while we have 
no particular position regarding the statewide issue, Altair has specific by-laws 
preventing short term letting and requesting that whatever conclusions the committee 
might make that these determinations do not compromise, over-ride or inhibit the 
ability of Strata Plans to make and action their own by-laws on the subject. 
 
EC agreed that the submission should be sent to the NSW government reviewing 
committee. 
 
Altair Community  
 

a) Christmas Party 
 

EC agreed to proceed with a Christmas party based on last year’s successful 
function. Date – Tuesday December 8 - same venue, broad content and budget. 
David Mackinnon agreed to co-ordinate events in conjunction with the Building 
Manager.  
 

b) Community Picnic 
 

The concept of an Altair Community Picnic was raised. Anna Shepherd is leading 
this project and it was agreed that the promotional devices within Altair including lift 
signs and pigeon-hole flyers could be employed via the Building Manager to 
advertise participation. 
 

c) Pet Friendly 
 

An owner has suggested that the opportunity exists to more actively promote Altair 
as a pet friendly building through a photography project. Anna Shepherd is the liaison 
person with the EC and it was agreed that the promotional devices of lift signs and 
pigeon-hole flyers could be employed via the Building Manager to advertise 
participation. 
 
Meeting concluded at 1930 

Next EC Meeting Wednesday November 18.  


